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GRANTING PROFILE MANAGEMENT ACCESS

 

 
PROFNET CONNECT EXPERT PROFILES 
ProfNet Connect makes it easy to share management of Expert Profiles between Experts and 
communications representatives. Sharing management access is useful for busy professionals 
because it allows someone other than the Expert to maintain his/her profile details. The instructions 
below outline how to grant one or more people permission to manage an Expert Profile or to 
change/remove management rights.  

This is a three-step process: sending the Connection Request, accepting the Connection Request, 
and finally granting management access rights. 

CONNECTING WITH THE EXPERT 
1. In order to have management rights to an Expert Profile, you must first be connected to that 

Expert. The Expert will need to send you a Connection Request – this can be done one of two 
ways: 

✓ The Expert can log into ProfNet Connect directly and 
enter your name into the search field in the upper right-
hand corner of the page. He or she should adjust the 
radio button to search “All Members” and then click the 
arrow button. 

✓ Or, the Communications Professional (CP) who still manages the Expert can log into 
his/her own account and navigate to Edit Profile > View Managed Profiles. Once he or she 
has clicked into the appropriate Expert Profile to “manage,” the CP will now be “acting as” 
that Expert and can run a search for your name in the upper right-hand corner of the page. 
He or she should adjust the radio button to search “All Members” and then click the arrow 
button. 

2. Next, he/she should click on your profile in the search results, and 
then select “Add to Connections” beneath your profile photo. 

This action will send you a Connection Request from the Expert, 
which you will need to approve to proceed.  
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ACCEPTING THE CONNECTION REQUEST 
3. To accept the Expert’s Connection Request, 

log into your ProfNet Connect account. 
Then, either scroll down to view your 
Message Center on the right-hand side of 
the page, or navigate to My Hub > My Inbox 
> Connection Requests. Either option will 
take you to where you can view and accept 
your pending Connection Requests. 

GRANTING MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
4. Once you accept the Connection Request, you and the Expert will be connected and he/she will 

be able to grant you rights to manage his/her Expert Profile.  

PLEASE NOTE: The CP can also do this by logging into his/her own profile, navigating to “View 
Managed Profiles,” and clicking into the Expert’s Profile to “act as” them (as outlined in Step 1 above). 

5. The Expert (or CP) will need to click “My Hub” in the green menu bar, and then click “Manage 
Media Contacts.” This will bring up a list of all the Expert’s connections. 

6. The Expert (or CP) then simply needs to click your profile photo in this list so that it is highlighted 
in yellow, and then click the gray “Finished” button. You will now have access to edit and manage 
that Expert’s profile. 
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7. To test that the management access was granted, log back into your own account and navigate 
to Edit Profile > View Managed Profiles. That Expert should be listed there. To begin editing that 
Expert Profile, click the gray “Manage” button beneath his/her profile photo. For more 
information on how to edit Expert Profiles, see the guide “ProfNet Connect – Creating & Managing 
Expert Profiles” in the ProfNet Help Center. 

 

REMOVING MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 

Following Step 5 above, when the Expert (or CP) is on the “Manage Media Contacts” page, there will 
be a list of all users who have permission to edit this Expert Profile. To remove someone from this 
management list, he/she can click the gray “Remove” button beneath the user’s name. 

 

 
If you require assistance with ProfNet Connect, you may contact ProfNet Support: 

Email: ProfNetSupport@cision.com 
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